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Rheological behaviour and runout of short-lived, fastmoving flows of hot dense suspensions
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Abstract– This study aims at extending the previous work of
Girolami et al. [11–13] which is still suffering from a lack of reliable predictions for the description of hot, dense suspensions obtained by fluidizing with air a bed of fine solid particles, originally
cohesive at room temperature, then released down a rectangular
flume. Here, we first present the effective viscosities of the suspensions which increase as a power law of the particle volume fraction
Φs. Thus, we show that their rheological behaviour is solely controlled by Φs and its value at packing Φpacking, whatever the material
involved in the mixture. Finally, we present a new modeling of the
flows runout and highlight that the flows duration is solely controlled by the settling time (i.e. the time necessary for a suspension
of a given Φs to settle at a velocity Used over a distance hexp equals to
the expansion height), the initial suspension geometry a, and the key
parameter Φs/Φpacking. This prediction allows to distinguish two different flow regimes, with a transition around Φs/Φpacking ≃ 0.85,
which seems to be correlated to the variations of the mixture rheology.
Keywords– Dense suspensions, rheological behaviour, particle sedimentation, high temperature, runout prediction, scaling laws.

I. INTRODUCTION
Pyroclastic density currents are non-uniform mixtures of
hot volcanic ash and gas generated by explosive volcanic
eruptions, the most frequently by the gravitational collapse of
a lava-dome or the fallback of a Plinian column [1–3]. They
are highly mobile, since they can travel large distances (tens
of kilometers) around the volcano, as well on the ground as
over the sea, at speeds of up to several tens of meters per second. They represent one of the most important hazards
around active volcanoes, such as some famous examples of
past eruptions [Montagne Pelée, Martinique (1902), Mount
Vesuvius, Italy (AD 79); Mount Pinatubo, Philippines (1991);
Mount Unzen, Japan (1990-1995)], which entirely destroyed
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the proximal areas located around the volcano, have caused
the death of up to 30,000 people, whilst their destructive effects have continued for many decades after the disaster itself
[4–6].
One particular aspect of these flows, that plays an important role in controlling their dynamics, is their ability to
become rapidly and strongly vertically stratified [1; 2; 7],
such as forming two approximate end members: (1) a thin
concentrated underflow, named a pyroclastic flow, which
commonly fills the valleys due to its high bulk density and
whose mobility is drastically enhanced by the fluidization
effects; (2) an upper dilute surge, whose mobility is principally attributed to the mixture turbulence, thus passing over
topographic barriers (of up to thousands-meters-height) such
as easily de-coupling from its dense underflow, which tends
to remain guided by topography and to be more predictable.
The fluidization processes, that are largely developed in
basal pyroclastic flows [7–9], act in significantly reducing the
friction between particles, thus increasing the flows mobility
and more specifically their ability to travel a large distance
down gentle slopes, with degrees quite inferior to that determined by the internal friction angle of the hot material involved in the mixture [10]. The present study focuses on the
behaviour of such basal pyroclastic flows, which control the
transport and the sedimentation of the quasi-totality of the
mixture's mass. They form massive deposits, termed ignimbrites, from which it is however difficult to infer the original
flow dynamics. Therefore, it is important to access to these
complex processes in the laboratory in order to better infer
the flow dynamics from the deposits morphology.
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In this way, Girolami [10] succeeded in reproducing experimentally such rapid sheared flows made of hot, dense suspensions, using a laboratory lock-exchange flume capable of
withstanding to high temperatures. The material (volcanic ash
and chemical catalysts) was initially fluidized in a locked
reservoir, thus uniformly expanded (up to 50 vol% above
loose packing), whilst heated at 200°C to discard from the
cohesive effects associated with atmospheric moisture. Once
expanded at a given value, the fluidized suspension characterized by a well constrained geometry, was released down a
smooth, horizontal, and impermeable flume such as defluidizing progressively until it ran out of mass [11].
In these previous studies [11–13], the authors especially
investigated the effect of the dilatation rate of the bed (termed
initial expansion) on the flow kinematics, the velocity fields,
the internal flow structures, as well as the deposits morphologies [11–13], using high-speed videos, which were subsequently analyzed in aid of a particle-tracking algorithm (see
[12]). In all experiments, the flows were highly sheared, such
as exhibiting a slightly concave-upward velocity profile. The
maximum internal velocity was closed to that of the flow
front, while decreasing slightly towards the free surface, possibly due to the air drag. The particles settling was observed
to start just after the gravitational slumping, by forming a
loose deposit which progressively thickened from the base, as
observed in both dry [14–15] and aerated granular flows [16],
such as considering a basal no-slip condition at the back of
the frontal region. The aggradation rates of particles, measured from the expanded flows, highlighted that the sedimentation processes were delayed when the fluidizing gas velocity was increased as well as the initial bed expansion E. However, the sedimentation rates remained approximately constant with time in the proximal regions of the flows (for a
given E) and with most of the runout duration, while they
strongly increased during their last, decelerating phase of
emplacement. One of their major findings highlighted that the
deposit aggraded at a mean velocity identical to that inferred
to take place at the base of a non-sheared collapsing bed (i.e.
with the lock gate closed) at a given value of E. However, no
universal scaling laws able to describe and predict the flows
behaviour have been provided. Therefore, some complementary studies are required to provide a physical description of
these flows, including their rheological features, which still
fail in large-scale numerical simulations. This step also represents the starting point for the development of probabilistic
hazard mapping required for the risks assessment and mitigation, which is the priority of modern volcanology. Such tools
may help the local authority to take some crucial decisions in
case of evacuation during a crisis period.
This present study aims at revisiting the past investigations
of Girolami et al. [11–13] by extending their results and discussions which are still suffering from a lack of a deep understanding and prediction of such complex systems. In this
way, we present here a new analysis of these flows based on
previous
experimental
data
[11–13]
and
propose original findings that will improve their physical description. This study should have an important impact
on the understanding of hot dense, suspensions of gas-solid
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mixtures and their natural behaviour, such as the emplacement of small volume pyroclastic flows (i.e. block-and-ash
flows), commonly generated by the partial collapse of a lavadome or an entirely collapsing pyroclastic fountain.

II. FLUIDIZATION CONCEPTS
2.1. BEHAVIOUR OF HOT, DENSE FLUIDIZED SUSPENSION
The fluidization processes that are largely developed in
dense pyroclastic flows can be reproduced in the laboratory
by injecting uniformly a vertical gas stream (passing through
a porous plate) at the base of a static bed of particles. Then,
we can observe different regimes of fluidization which depend on the fluidizing gas velocity [17–18].

Fig.1 Pressure drop ∆P across the bed thickness h and mixture expansion E defined as the height ratio between the expanded mixture
and the packed bed) as a function of the fluidizing gas velocity for
fine, non cohesive powders [17–18].

When the gas flow is weak, the fluid passes through interstitial voids without modifying the state of the bed, such as
the bed is termed aerated. In this state, the bed expansion rate
E remains static (see the blue curve on Fig. 1) whilst the gas
pressure drop across the bed ∆P (see the pink curve on Fig. 1)
increases linearly with the fluidizing gas velocity since the
friction exerted by particles is dominated by viscous stresses
which are proportional to the gas flow, as described by the
semi-empirical equation of Ergun (1952) [19]:
(1)
where ∆P represents the gas pressure across the bed thickness
h, ϵ the bed voidage, µg: the gas dynamic viscosity at
200°C, Ug: the superficial gas velocity (defined as the gas
flow rate normalized by the cross sectional area), dp: the particle diameter, and ρg: the gas density.
If the gas stream is increased further, the velocity of minimum fluidization is reached. At this point, the driving forces
counterbalance the gravitational ones and the total weight of
particles is entirely supported by the gas flow, such as:
(2)
where ϵmf represents the voidage at the point of minimum fluidization Umf, ρp: the particles density, ρg: the gas density, and
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g: the gravitational acceleration. In this state, the mixture
forms a dense suspension whose mobility is greatly increased
and which may be easily sheared and superficially behaves as
a fluid [20]. If particles are fine enough (i.e. Group A in the
Geldart Classification [21]), the mixture expands uniformly
with the increasing gas velocity such as the bed height increases linearly whilst the pressure gradient becomes independant of the gas flow (Fig. 1).
This state is observed until a second critical velocity (the
velocity of minimum bubbling, Umb) above which bubbles
form at the surface of the distributor plate and coalesce as
they rise, thus disturbing the fluidization and making it unstable, with a vigorous mixing and turbulence. Bubbles are
however rapidly broken by turbulence such as maintaining
the bed expansion approximately constant and closed to its
maximum value. Above this point, the bed height as well as
the pressure gradient across the bed are independent of the
gas stream (Fig. 1).
However, these different regimes of fluidization depend on
the type of material used and on the conditions of operation.
For example, with coarse and/ or dense materials, the uniform
(particulate) regime of fluidization (developed between Umf
and Umb with fine powders) is not observed and the bubbling
regime directly follows the aerated state. Otherwise, when the
material is fine and originally highly cohesive, the fluidization is impeded since the gas solely flows through channels
across the most permeable regions of the bed such as the bed
weight can not be fully supported and the bed expansion remains quasi-inexistent. The fluidization of fine materials can
be thus improved by both heating as well the powders as the
fluidizing gas, at temperatures high enough (closed to 150°
C), to avoid the strong cohesive effects of moisture; and by
stirring vigorously the bed to prevent the gas channeling. In
this way, the fluidization of fine, cohesive (termed as Group
C powders in the Geldart Classification [21]) is henceforth
possible and characterized by a uniform volume expansion
(up to few tens vol%) above loose packing.
2.2. BED COLLAPSE TEST
If we cut abruptly the gas supply, the bed will defluidize
progressively by expelling the interstitial gas, then forming a
loose deposit that will aggrade progressively from the base.

Geldart Classification [21]. t0 represents the initial time at which the
gas supply was abruptly turned off, t b represents the time of bubbles
expulsion, tc represents that associated with a uniform defluidization
(or compaction) that ultimately forms a loosely packed bed [25].

This process is termed a bed collapse-test and allows to
measure easily the sedimentation velocity of the bed surface
[22–25]. In this study, we focus on the uniform fluidization
regime obtained between Umf and Umb, in order to gain quantitative measurements of both expansion and sedimentation
velocities (Fig. 2).

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
3.1. MATERIALS PROPERTIES
One of the principal objectives of this study was to compare the expansion and sedimentation behaviour of volcanic
ash with synthetic materials. Samples of natural material,
involved in the experiments, were collected from an ignimbritic deposit (located at Neshers, in the French Massif Central); thus sieved to keep only the fine fraction (i.e. inferior to
250µm). This material was characterized by a weak permeability (i.e. of the order of 10-11 m-2, see Table 2), a porous texture, and a strong irregular shape (Fig. 3). Two natural samples (Ash1, Ash2) were investigated, both exposing a high
poly-dispersity.

Tab.1- Granulometric distribution of the particles involved in the
experiments. Ash1 and Ash2 represent the data obtained with ash:
sample 1 and sample 2 respectively.

Sample 1 has a coarser granulometric distribution (see
Ash1 in Table 1), with a mean particle diameter dp
≃ 79.7µm. Sample 2 is enriched in fine ash, with a mean
particle diameter dp ≃ 64.7µm (see Ash2 in Table 1). In order
to compare their physical behaviour with a more simple material, experiments also involved synthetic chemical catalysts
(named FCC) commonly used in the oil industry. These
powders have a more regular shape (Fig. 3) with a similar
mean particle diameter (dp ≃ 71µm) which highlights their
slightly cohesive nature at room temperature (i.e. from Group
C to Group A in the Geldart Classification [21]).
3.2. KEY PARAMETERS
When the bed is aerated, the superficial gas velocity Ug,
passing through the interstitial voids, is given by the Darcy's
Law, such as:
(3)

Fig.2- Gas escape and sedimentation of the bed surface during a
collapse test that has been performed after having rapidly turned off
the gas supply for Group-A (fine, non cohesive) powders of the
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where K is the bed permeability, µg: the viscosity of the hot
gas, such as: µg = 2.45×10-5 Pa.s, ∆P represents the gas
pressure drop across the bed thickness h measured with a
differential pressure sensor placed at the back of the
fluidization rig, ρg: the density of the hot gas, such as: ρg =
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0.79 kg.m-3 and g: the gravitational acceleration. At the point
of minimum fluidization, we can determine the bed
permeability, such as:
(4)

where Umf is the superficial gas velocity at the point of
minimum fluidization. The bed porosity ϵmf was deduced from
Eq. (2) (taking ρg= 0.79 kg.m-3, and measurements of ρp, see
Table 2, performed with a pycnometer). The key physical
parameters, that characterize the different powders used in
the experiments, are summarized on Table 2.

Tab.2- Physical parameters determined for the different materials
used in this study. Ash1 and Ash2 represent the key parameters obtained with ash: sample 1 and sample 2 respectively. FCC represents
the parameters obtained for the FCC-catalysts and completed with
[26]. The density and viscosity of the hot fluidizing gas injected are
respectively: ρg = 0.79 kg.m-3 and µg = 2.45×10-5 Pa.s.

3.3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Experiments were carried out in a linear lock-exchange
flume capable of withstanding to high temperatures (Fig. 3).
The interest of such dam-break configurations is the ability to
properly control the parameters related to the initial geometry
of the mixture (i.e. its initial expanded height h0, its length x0,
its width w0, its initial dilatation rate E). The operating temperature (180°C) was justified by previous results gained
from 1-D collapse-tests of volcanic ash [25] which highlighted that their fluidization behaviour was similar, to a first order, at temperatures ranged from 200°C to 700°C, provided
that the cohesive effects are negligible. So, it was sufficient
to work at temperature closed to 200°C to approach the natural conditions in which ignimbritic deposits are resulting
from the hindered settling of pyroclastic flows.

Fig.3- Scheme of the rectangular dam-break flume which allows to
well constrain initially the operating parameters studied in the experiments.

The role of the operating parameters were principally explored: (1) the initial aspect ratio a which was defined as the
ratio between the height h0 of the fluidized suspension before
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release and its length x0 in the reservoir and ranged from 0.5
to 4; (2) the mixture dilatation rate E, which was defined as
the ratio between h0 and hmf: the height of the packed bed
(see Fig. 3), ranged from 1.0 to 1.5. In the present study, two
sets of experiments were repeated with different materials
(Ash: sample 1 & sample 2, FCC-catalysts) and analyzed.
The first series of experiments was performed at a constant
volume (i.e. with a similar column geometry: a = 0.5), whilst
the mixture dilatation rate was increased by decreasing the
initial mass poured in the reservoir (i.e. decreasing the initial
packed height hmf, such as E = 1.0–1.5). The second series of
experiments was performed at constant mass (i.e. introducing
a constant hmf) whilst the mixture dilatation rate was increased by increasing the initial volume (a = 0.5–0.85; E =
1.0–1.5).
The experimental procedures consisted in first pouring the
hot material in the reservoir, thus injecting a hot gas flow,
uniformly at the base of the bed. Once the given expansion
was reached and the gas supply was turned off, the sliding
gate was opened in order to release the suspension that defluidized progressively down the smooth, horizontal channel,
until motion ceased (Fig. 3).

IV. SUSPENSION BEHAVIOUR
4.1. PARTICLES SEDIMENTATION
The sedimentation velocities of the bed surface, which
corresponds to the gas escape velocities (termed hindered
settling velocities), were first measured from the bed collapse-tests performed in the reservoir at both different fluidization and dilatation rates. Measurements of hindered settling
velocities (reported in white on Fig. 4) are observed to decrease linearly with increasing particles volume fractions Фs=
1- ϵ. The data were directly compared with the superficial gas
velocities (reported in dark grey on Fig. 4) and exposed similar values. Thus, the velocity at which the bed settles once the
gas supply is turned off is similar to that necessary to expand
the bed at a given voidage.

Fig.4- Hindered settling velocities Used (measured from both the
non-sheared bed collapse test and represented by white symbols as
well as from defluidizing flows and represented by light grey
symbols) and superficial gas velocities Ug (represented by dark grey
symbols) as a function of the particle volume fraction s.
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Moreover, the sedimentation velocities measured from
proximal flows, at the vicinity of the sliding gate, after having released the mixture down the flume (i.e. from similar
suspensions than those resulting from the static bed collapsetests) are thus reported in light grey on Fig. 4. These values
are similar to those measured from non-sheared bed collapse
tests at a given Φs and show that particles sedimentation velocities in proximal flows can be predicted from the initial
parameter Ug.
4.2. MIXTURES VISCOSITIES
The velocity U0 of a single spherical particle characterized
by its diameter dp falling in a fluid of viscosity μg and of
density ρg is given by the Stokes velocity, such as:

different laws which depend on the materials properties (see
Table 2).
4.3. RHEOLOGICAL LAW
By plotting the effective mixture viscosities µm normalized
by the hot fluidizing gas viscosity μg as a function of the particle volume fraction Φs normalized by its value at packing
Φpacking, we observe that all the experimental data collapse
such as following a main trend which represents the rheological behaviour of such hot, dense suspensions made of different materials (Fig. 6).

(5)

This velocity is reliable for dilute suspensions in which the
settling processes are not disturbed by the global motion of
the neighbouring particles. However, Richardson & Zaki [27]
have rewritten this terminal velocity for the dense case by
considering a particle falling in a mixture of density ρm and
viscosity μm, such as:
(6)

From Eq. 6, we can determined the effective viscosity of
the mixture, such as:
(7)
where ρm is the mixture density that can be recalculated for
each value of ϵ and Φs, such as:
(8)

Fig.6- Rheological law obtained for the hot fluidized suspensions.

This rheological law is thus identical for both two distinct
samples of highly polydisperse and porous volcanic ash and
one sample of well sorted, roughly spherical synthetical powders (Fig. 6). This description is expressed as follows:

Note that ϵ and Φs were determined from values of ϵmf and E.
(9)
Eq. (9) highlights that the rheological behaviour of such suspensions only depends on the particles volume fraction and
its value at packing. This law remains however relevant for
the dense regime (closed to the packing state) but can not be
valid anymore in the dilute regime.

Fig.5- Effective viscosities of fluidized suspensions µm calculated
from Eqs. (7) – (8) as a function of the particle volume fraction Φs.

Thus, for low values of Φs/Φpacking, (i.e. when Φs/Φpacking →
0), the viscosity remains 8.6 times higher than that of the hot
gas. On the other hand, for high values of Φs/Φpacking (i.e.
when Φs/Φpacking → 1), the viscosity drastically increases and
tends to infinity around the packing state, as expected.

V. RUNOUT PREDICTION

As exposed on Fig. 5, the mixture viscosity µm increases
with increasing particles volume fraction Φs, while following
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One of the principal objectives of this study, guided by
geophysical interests, was also to provide scaling laws able to
describe both the runout duration and the runout length as a
function of the key parameter Φs/Φpacking which controls the
mixture rheology.
Fig. 7 exposes the flow duration t normalized by the time
tsed required for a suspension of a given Φs to settle at a velocity Used (measured from static bed collapse-tests) over a distance hexp (which corresponds to the gas height initially controlled by the dilatation rate, see Fig. 3), corrected by a geometric factor a-1/2 (where a is the aspect ratio of the suspension in the reservoir), as a function of the key nondimensional parameter Φs/Φpacking.
Fig.8- The final traveled distance normalized by the settling length
as a function of the key parameter Φs/Φpacking.

Similarly, all experimental data involving the different
materials, collapse into a single master curve which indicates
that the runout distance x is also controlled by the sedimentation processes, the initial geometry of the suspension as
well as the mixture rheology, such as:
(11)

We can also distinguish two similar trends: (1) for 0.65 <
Φs/Φpacking < 0.85; and (2) for Φs/Φpacking ≥ 0.85 with a transition around Φs/Φpacking ≃ 0.85, represented in grey on Fig. 8.
Fig.7- Flows duration normalized by the settling time as a function
of the key parameter Φs/Φpacking.

All experimental data performed with the different materials are observed to collapse into a single master curve which
indicates that the flow duration t is indeed controlled by the
mixture sedimentation velocity, the initial aspect ratio of the
suspension and the mixture rheology, such as:
(10)

We can however distinguish two different trends: (1) for
0.65 < Φs/Φpacking < 0.85 which corresponds to the most
weakly concentrated, highly expanded flows; and (2) for
Φs/Φpacking ≥ 0.85 which corresponds to the most highly concentrated, weakly expanded flows with a transition around
Φs/Φpacking ≃ 0.85, represented in grey on Fig. 7.
Using the mean flow velocity Umoy (simply determined as
the ratio between the final distance traveled by the flow and
its duration), we can similarly plot the non-dimensional ratio
between the runout distance xand that required for a suspension of a given Φs to settle at a velocity Used over a distance hexp, including the geometric correction factor a-1/2 as a
function of the key parameter Φs/Φpacking (Fig. 8).
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This transition may indicate that runouts would probably
depend on the mixture rheology.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This study presents new insights gained from a recent
analysis of previous experimental data [11–13] that have been
revisited following geophysical interests which consist in
better understanding the rheological behaviour and the emplacement mechanism of dense pyroclastic flows resulting
from explosive volcanic eruptions. Hence, the major findings
concern:
(1) The rheological behaviour of hot, dense suspensions
which is solely controlled by the particle volume fraction and
its value at packing, whatever the material used. This empirical law turns out to be reliable for dense suspensions only
(i.e. for 0.38 < Φs < 0.58) and should not be extrapolated to
dilute cases.
(2) The predictions of the flows duration (i.e. once the suspension was released down the dam-break flume) is controlled by the settling time (i.e. the time necessary for a suspension of a given Φs to settle at a velocity Used, measured
from static bed-collapse-tests, over a distance hexp equals to
the gas height), the initial geometry a-1/2., and the particle volume fraction normalized by its value at packing Φs/Φpacking
(which amounts at considering the material properties). This
prediction allows to distinguish two different flow regimes,
with a transition around Φs/Φpacking≃ 0.85, which seems to be
correlated to the sharp variation of the mixture rheology.
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